Abstract-The goal of test case prioritization is to schedule the test cases in an order so that the faults in the software will be detected early during the regression testing. So far, a lot of test case prioritization techniques have been proposed and received considerable attention. However, there is currently no universally best approach because the existing techniques prioritize test cases under different considerations. Thus, we plan to propose a hybrid technique that takes into account more than one consideration and hope that this hybrid technique can further improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization. Although we did not construct the hybrid technique yet, we already have some preliminary experimental results that are collected from an investigation into real subject programs and their associated test suites. Therefore, this paper is dedicated to presenting our preliminary observations in this ongoing research project. Additionally, this paper also presents two assumptions based on the observations. These two assumptions should be useful for proposing the hybrid test case prioritization techniques in the future.
INTRODUCTION
In software development/maintenance process, a lot of test cases will be designed and executed to ensure the correctness of software functions. Each test case consists of a set of inputs and the expected results, and the collection of test cases is called a test suite. It is inevitable that the functionality of a software system may change during software development/maintenance. Each time the software is modified, regression testing is necessary to ensure the quality of the software system. That is, the software testers or the test harness execute test cases to ensure the correctness of the new functions and the original test cases should also be re-executed to guarantee that all of the unmodified functions still work correctly [1] . Once they reveal the faults, the software developers can start to locate the cause of the failure and design the fix.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to execute all test cases in a short time. If the faults can be revealed early during the regression test, the software developers can start to deal with the faults early and the efficiency of software development may then increase. To address this problem, test case prioritization techniques are proposed to improve the effectiveness of regression testing by ordering the test cases, so that the most beneficial test case is executed first and software faults will be detected in early stage. Let T be a test suite, PT be the set of all possible permutations of the test cases in T, and f be a function from PT to the real numbers, which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the prioritization. Elbaum et al. [2] defined the test case prioritization problem as finding
. In other words, the goal of test case prioritization is to schedule the test cases in an order so that the tests with better fault detection capability can be executed at an early position in the test suite.
So far, many test case prioritization techniques have been proposed (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ). Those techniques prioritize test cases under various considerations and the focuses of their empirical studies are diverse. There is currently no universally best approach that can work well for all cases. Thus, it may be interesting to propose a hybrid technique that takes into account more than one considerations to improve the effectiveness of prioritization. Although we did not construct a complete hybrid test case prioritization technique yet, we have some preliminary observations and experimental results. Thus, this paper will present our preliminary results of the research project.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews several kinds of well-known test case prioritization techniques. Section III explains our motive and idea about how to improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization, and further shows the investigation into the historical information and fault localization information of the subject programs and the associated test suites. Section IV furnishes some concluding remarks.
II. REVIEW OF TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION TECHNIQUES

A. Code-based test case prioritization
The majority of the existing test case prioritization approaches are code based and they schedule test cases according to the results of the analyses on the source code elements of the program [3] , [4] , such as statements, basic blocks, branches, define-use pairs, functions. The underlying assumption for most of the code-based techniques is that a test case has a better fault detection capability if it covers more code elements. Thus, these
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techniques give a higher priority to the test case that covers more code elements than others. In addition to the total coverage achieved by a test case, Elbaum et al. [2] also suggested the additional coverage for prioritizing test cases, i.e. it only takes into account the code elements that were not yet be covered by the previous test cases. The greedy algorithm associated with either of the total coverage and additional coverage is frequently used for prioritizing test cases [4] , [6] .
B. History-based test case prioritization
The code-based prioritization techniques shown in Section II.A only consider the code elements collected from the program of a specific software version, not the information collected across multiple versions. However, [7] , [8] , and [10] indicated that the test of the previous software versions may produce some data that are useful for prioritizing the test cases in the test suite of the current software version. Thus, several researchers have proposed history-based test case prioritization techniques [7] , [8] , [10] . For example, Kim and Porter [7] proposed a technique to prioritize the test cases using the test results of the previous software versions. In recent years, Liu et al. [8] also tried to prioritize the test cases based on the information from both historical data and code elements. Moreover, Lin et al. [10] posited that the reference value of the immediately preceding test results should be version-aware and thus presented a version-aware history-based test case prioritization technique.
C. Prioritizing test cases based on fault localization information
Statistical fault localization is a technique that automatically locates the faults in the program, thus significantly reducing the time taken to remove the faults. Statistical fault localization techniques determine the faultprone code elements by analyzing the execution results and coverage achieved by all of the test cases in the test suite, and then schedule the code elements in an order accordingly. As the result, if there is a high probability that faults are located in a code element, this code element will be examined early in the debugging process. So far, several statistical fault localization techniques have received considerable attention [12] , [13] .
In recent years, several test case prioritization techniques schedule test cases according to statistical fault localization information. For example, Kim and Baik [11] indicated that if there is a high probability that faults are located in a specific code element in the immediately preceding software version, then the probability that faults exist in the same code element in the successive software version should be low. Based on this concept, Kim and Baik [11] proposed a faultaware test case prioritization technique called FATCP. With the exception of the first software version, FATCP uses the greedy algorithm to schedule the test cases based on the Tarantula fault localization information that is collected from the test result of the immediately preceding software version. It is noted that, for the first software version, FATCP still schedule the test cases based on the code coverage because no historical information is available.
III. IDEAS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A. Motive and ideas of improving the effectiveness of test case prioritization
The technique FATCP reviewed in Section II.C assigns a priority to each test case based on fault localization information, and then prioritizes the test cases accordingly. The empirical studies in [11] showed that incorporating fault localization information into test case prioritization techniques indeed improves the fault detection capability. Although this technique uses the test result of the immediately preceding software version to calculate the priority of each test case, but it does not consider the test results of the other previous versions. However, the historybased prioritization techniques reviewed in Section II.B will consider the historical information from the other previous versions when evaluating the priority of the test cases of the current version. The empirical results in [7] , [8] , [10] show that the historical information collected from all of the previous versions should be useful. Given that both historical information and fault localization information are effective for test case prioritization, we plan to incorporate fault localization into the history-based prioritization technique, and then propose a hybrid technique to further improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization. Section III.B of this paper will describe our preliminary experimental results and then propose the underlying assumptions for constructing the hybrid test case prioritization technique. Table I furnishes descriptive statistics that we collected from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [14] . Please notice that the SIR programs and test suites are frequently chosen benchmarks for evaluating test suite reduction methods. In order to come up with reasonable and valid assumptions for the new hybrid technique, we conducted an investigation into the historical information and fault localization information from the SIR subject programs and the associated test suites. The results indicate two observations that are shown in Tables II and III, respectively. Table II shows the influence caused by the test results of the immediately preceding software versions. That is, we compared the probabilities that a code element is associated with faults in the current software version between the case that the code element was executed by a failed test case in the immediately preceding version and the case that the code element was executed by a passed test case in the immediately preceding version. According to the table, the probabilities for the former case are higher than those of the latter for most of the subject programs. Based on the aforementioned experimental results, we have the following assumptions for the hybrid technique to be developed.
B. Preliminary experimental analyses and the underlying assumptions for the development of the hybrid technique
(1) If a code element was executed by a failed test case in the immediately preceding software version, then there is a higher probability that the code element will be associated with a fault again in the successive version; conversely, if the code element was executed by a passed test case in the immediately preceding software version, then there is a lower probability that it will be associated with a fault in the successive version. (2) If the code elements covered by a test case are more fault-prone, then there is a higher probability that this test case can reveal faults.
These two assumptions are extracted from the historical data and the fault localization data of the SIR programs and the associated test suites However, the Siemens programs are of a small size while the space program is of a medium size. We cannot definitively ensure that our observations will stand for other programs. Thus, before constructing the hybrid technique based on these two assumptions, we will reduce this threat by conducting additional experiments with larger subject programs and test suites.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the effectiveness of two kinds of test case prioritization techniques (i.e., the history-based techniques and the techniques that consider fault localization information), we want to propose a hybrid test case prioritization technique to further improve the capability of detecting faults early in the process of regression testing. Before proposing the hybrid technique, we conducted an investigation into several subject programs and the associated test suites and obtained two preliminary observations. Based on the two observations, we also proposed two assumptions for the hybrid technique to be developed. This paper presents the aforementioned preliminary results. In the near future, we plan to carefully examine the effectiveness of the two assumptions. If they are generally reasonable and valid for most of subject programs and test suites, we will develop the hybrid technique accordingly.
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